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Abstract. The nationality of a particular collector is irrelevant to the location of his/her specimens today. Selected examples from The Natural History Museum (BMNH) will illustrate this fact.

Many people expect that all (avian) specimens of British scientific explorers like James Cook (1728-1779), Charles Darwin (1809-1882) and Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913) have ended up in the national collection. However, neither Cook’s nor Darwin’s entire collection is possessed by the BMNH. Furthermore, Wallace’s bird specimens, of which large portions had been obtained by the BMNH, were used for exchanges decades later. Therefore, many of the bird skins from famous British travellers are found in museums world-wide, illustrated here by selected examples of the current whereabouts of Cook’s and Darwin’s avian material.

Conversely, The Natural History Museum holds among others, ornithological material from German and Austrian collectors. Duplicates, including syntypes, of Eduard Rüppell’s (1794-1884), Abyssinia expedition and nearly a hundred skins of Ernst Hartert’s (1859-1933) collecting activities in East Prussia are found at BMNH as well as the majority of Christian Ludwig Landbeck’s (1807-1890) Chilean bird eggs & skins. Moreover, a volume of Landbeck’s illustrations for a planned book on the „Birds of Germany, Alsace and Switzerland“ has been an unique item of The Natural History Museum’s library since 1936.

Altogether, The Natural History Museum has gathered material from more than 100 German/Austrian ornithologists, numbering several thousands of skins and eggs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Enquiries and publication on certain collectors have increased over the last few decades. This is partly due to recognition of the importance of early collections for taxonomy and distribution, but also due to the intrinsic interest of historical facts of ornithology and early explorations. Certain figures in British scientific history command a huge public attention, among them James Cook, Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace. Surprisingly, the whereabouts of their avian collections is not completely known. Parts are found at The Natural History Museum, hereafter referred to as the BMNH, but many specimens were also distributed to other institutions. Conversely, some of the avian specimens from famous German and Austrian collectors have ended up at the BMNH. This situation is linked to the former Linnéan thinking, that two or three of each taxon would be enough to understand the avian world. The remaining specimens were happily exchanged, donated or sold as duplicates to other institutions world-wide. A real understanding of the importance of types, of long series of specimens from the same subspecies & locality and of early collections as indicators for changes in distribution pattern did not arise much before the end of the 19th century. On the other hand, many of the very early collections might have not survived had they stayed at the institution of their first display, because distributing duplicates prevented total loss of important material through disasters or neglect of certain curators. I would like to give some examples of the consequences this procedure had for selected collections.

2. FAMOUS EARLY BRITISH COLLECTIONS AT THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM AND THEIR DUPLICATES ELSEWHERE

2.1. James Cook and William Bullock

Some of the first expeditions with naturalists on board were those of James Cook (1728-1779). Once returned, the collected bird specimens went to the private museums of Ashton Lever (1729-1788) and Joseph Banks (1743-1820), and subsequently to James Parkinson (1755-1824) and William Bullock (~1773-1849; Alexander 1985). The history of these collections is well known until the sale of the Museum Leverianum in 1806 and of Bullock’s collection in 1819 (Lever 1790; Bullock 1809, 1811, 1812, 1813; Sharpe 1906; Mullens 1917-1918; Stresemann 1951; Chalmers-Hunt 1976; Alexander 1985; Jackson 1998; Mearns & Mearns 1998), but the whereabouts and the amount of still extant Cook specimens are surprising.
The institutions which still hold a share of Cook’s and, respectively, Bullock’s avian collections (bird remains in human artefacts are not taken in account, cf. e.g. Svet & Fedorova 1978) are as follows (compiled from Pelzeln 1873; Sharpe 1906; Salvadóri 1914; Stresemann 1949, 1950; Whitehead 1969, 1971, 1978; Sweet 1970 and Roselaar 2003 and Steinheimer in prep.): Naturalis Nationala Naturlhistorisch Museum (Leiden), Zoologisch Museum (Amsterdam), Naturlhistorisches Museum (Vienna), National Museum of Scotland (Edinburgh), National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside (Liverpool), University Museum of Zoology (Cambridge), Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle (Paris), Universität Zoologische Museum (Stockholm), Hancock Museum (Newcastle upon Tyne; the two specimens were not found in the 1960s, cf. Whitehead 1969), Zoologisches Museum der Universität (Göttingen), Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum (Hannover), Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali (Turin), Museum für Naturkunde der Humboldt-Universität (Berlin) and The Natural History Museum (BMNH Tring). The Ottonemum Naturkundemuseum der Stadt (Kassel), University of Glasgow Hunterian Museum & Art Gallery (Glasgow), Hancock Museum (Newcastle upon Tyne) and the Royal College of Surgeons of England (London) once possessed Cook/Bullock birds, but could not produce them anymore on my request (P. Mansfeld, M. Reilly, L. Jessop & B. Davis in litt. 2001-2003). In the following paragraph I only list those collections for which I can add some new information.

2.1.1 Göttingen: Institut für Ethnologie, Völkerkundliche Sammlung der Universität

One specimen of Moho nobilis and one Vestiaria cocinea, which were acquired for the museum by the London dealer George Humphrey on behalf of King George III of Britain & Elector of Hanover (1738-1820) in 1782, derive from Cook’s last voyage (cf. Merrim 1784; Stresemann 1950; Hauser-Schäublin & Krüger 1998). The former specimen probably went within the Heinrich Kirchhoff (1789-1871) collection to the Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum (Hanover), where it is still found today (Chr. Schilling pers. com. February 2003). The latter specimen has remained in the Institut für Ethnologie on public display since then (Medway 1979; Hauser-Schäublin & Krüger 1998). There are still two specimens of the assumed Pennula sandwichensis at Göttingen, whose provenance is unknown but would have been likely to have derived from Cook’s voyages. However, the identification proved to be wrong, and they are now considered to be the species Poliolimnas cinerea, a common species throughout its wide range (Stories Olson in litt. 25 October 2001, cf. Dekker 1999; cf. Fuller 2001). Therefore these specimens cannot certainly be linked with Cook, and it seems unlikely that Göttingen Museum still has any avian Cook material. There was a rumour that the specimens might have been given away within the Kirchhoff collection to the museum at Hanover, but enquiries there revealed no further evidence of the existence of these specimens (in litt. Christiane Schilling & Michael Schmitz, 1 November 2001). Last but not least, Cook material was used shortly after the Second World War for teaching purposes at the university of Frankfurt a.M. (pers. com. Karl-Ludwig Schuchmann, 10 November 2001), which has not been followed up yet.

2.1.2 Kassel: Ottoneum Naturkundemuseum der Stadt

A sailor on Cook’s last voyage, Barthel Lohmann, brought four specimens of Vestiaria cocinea with him to Kassel, where at least one ended up in the museum’s collection (Stresemann 1950: 70). However, this has not been seen since the Second World War, when the museum was heavily damaged (pers. com. Peter Mansfeld, 22 October 2001).

2.1.3 Turin: Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali

The museum at Turin got its share of the Bullock collection via Franco Andrea Bonelli (1784-1830), who was at the auction of Bullock’s museum in London (Salvadori 1914; Eiter 1986). Concerning the catalogue data of Turin museum (by courtesy of Claudio Pulcher in 2001), the museum holds at least 5 original specimens from James Cook, two being the Common Akepa Loxops coccineus from Hawaii and three being woodpeckers from North America (Whitehead 1978). The holotype of Fregata tropica melanohela Salvadori, 1908 from Capt. Dugald Carmichael’s (1772-1827) collecting on Tristan da Cunha (see Berlin Museum, Salvadori 1908) is another of the early important birds from Bullock’s museum. Most other remaining specimens of the Bullock collection at Turin are from Africa and South America.

2.1.4 Berlin: Museum für Naturkunde der Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

During several months of intensive studies, it was possible to locate many specimens and archive material relating to the Bullock collection. The documentation of this collection is good and several letters from Bullock to Martin Hinrich Carl Lichtenstein (1780-1857) are preserved in Department of Historical Research (Museum für Naturkunde der Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Historische Bild- u. Schriftgut- sammlungen, Bestand: Zool. Mus., Signatur: S 1, Bullock, W.; see fig. 1). Bullock originally offered to sell the entire collection to Lichtenstein (the same
offer exists for the BMNH, cf. WHITEHEAD 1969). However, within days another letter announced the sale by public auction. Nevertheless, LICHTENSTEIN rescued 263 specimens for the Berlin Museum and compiled a full list of the specimens that were acquired (in Department of Historical Research). A total of 138 entries for the BULLOCK collection were found in the Cat. Musei Zool. Berol. Aves I and II. Furthermore, 20 of these specimens have localities which were also visited by James COOK, the others being mainly from Senegal and North America. Among the most interesting specimens which could be located in the Berlin collection are three birds presumably collected by COOK, a Prothamadura novaseelandiae from New Zealand (listed in BULLOCK’s Sale catalogue under 11th day, lot 8: Merops Novae Zealandiae), a Halcyon sancta from New South Wales (listed in the Sale catalogue under 3rd day, lot 12: as Alcedo sacra) and, last but not least, a Psitirostra psittacea from Hawaii (listed in the Sale catalogue under 20th day, lot 65: as Parrot-billed Grosbeak). Further important specimens from BULLOCK’s museum are the two (contra one in STRESEMANN 1953) birds collected by Capt. Dugald CARMICHAEL on Tristan da Cunha in 1816-17 (cf. BOURNE 2001): the holotype of Nesospiza acutiniae and a Eudyptes chrysoceo (cf. Crested Penguin in CARMICHAEL 1819: 497). A full documentation of Berlin’s BULLOCK holdings is in preparation.

2.1.5 Tring: The Natural History Museum (BMNH)
The BMNH still possesses at least 11 likely specimens from COOK’s & BULLOCK’s collections. One is the famous last Great Auk Pinguinus impennis from British shores (cf. FULLER 1999 for more details), which was obtained at the BULLOCK museum’s sale, though it is not from COOK. The following eight specimens are certainly from one or the other voyage of James COOK, three may be of this origin.

Two of them, Vestiaria coccinea from Hawaii and Creation carunculatus from New Zealand, are preserved in alcohol and came via the Royal College of Surgeons to the BMNH in 1845 (BURTON 1969). An additional mounted bird of Vini peruviana from Otaheite might also have a COOK origin as it was also obtained from the Royal College of Surgeons in 1845.

A third is a Nestor meridionalis septentrionalis from the North Island of New Zealand. This specimen was re-discovered during work on this publication, although it had already been listed in SALVADORI (1891: 8). It is probably one of the two birds (that considered “female”) of lot 114 acquired by Dr. W. E. LEACH (1790-1836) on behalf of the BMNH at the 14th day of BULLOCK’s auction (see fig. 2). The specimen is a mounted bird (without stand) in a pre-1840 preparation style (glass-eyes, shape) and registered before 1837 (cf. KNOX & WALTERS 1992). The old British Museum label reads »[Vellum Cat. 22, No.] 43a. Nestor meridionalis (Gm.) imm. Loc. New Zealand Pres. by Capt COOK. / Nestor hypopodius. In COOK’s journal some „Brown Parrots” are mentioned for the third voyage. However, the subspecies septentrionalis occurs exclusively on the North Island, which was extensively visited during the first voyage only (BEAGLEHOLE 1955, 1961, 1967). The collected bird was regarded as an immature individual of the already known subspecies from the South Island (LORENZ 1902), and it was not until 1896 that this subspecies was considered as distinctive enough to be described (LORENZ 1896). Another Nestor meridionalis specimen, this time from the South Island, came to the BMNH via Baron Guillaume Michel Jerome MEIFFREN-LAUGIER DE CHARTRouse (1772-1843, cf. birth register of the Département Bouches-du-Rhone), and may also have a COOK origin (cf. SHARPE 1906, LYSAGHT 1959, WHITEHEAD 1978). Baron LAUGIER acquired a „male” (i.e. ssp. meridionalis) Nestor-parrot on BULLOCK’s auction (14th day, lot 115, cf. JOHN-SON & HEWETT 1979). Further research into the history of both specimens is wanted.

Two further COOK specimens are the Raiatea Parakeet Cyanoramphus uitiatus (cf. KNOX & WALTERS 1994) and Red-fronted Parakeet Cyanoramphus novaeseelandiae (cf. WARREN 1966: Platycercus cookii). Both
were among the batch of Bullock’s auction bought by Leach on Friday, 21st May 1819 (probably lots 33 & 42 and 112, respectively, cf. Johnson & Hewett 1979).

In W. E. Leach’s catalogue, the so-called „Old Catalogue“ (Knox & Walters 1992; Wheeler 1996), an entry (p. 109) for an Australian Maned Wood Duck Chenonetta jubata is found, which refers to the collection of Sir Joseph Banks and to Latham’s (1801) description. Most of Banks’ specimens from Australia derived from Cook’s voyages (Whitehead 1969) or the Australian collector John White (1756-1832) (Stresemann 1951; Farber 1982). The younger Vellum Catalogue (cf. Knox & Walters 1992) volume 42 no. 20a refers to a specimen of Maned Wood Duck from „N. Hoff.“ with no further data, a specimen which is still in the collection today. Between these two catalogue entries lie (in the longest case) two decades of collecting in Australia. However, other Australian specimens (i.e. Brown, Lady Carrington, Hardwick et al.) are well documented in the Vellum Catalogue. Therefore I believe that it is fair to state that the two entries mentioned above refer to the same bird, and that the specimen bearing the Vellum Catalogue number 20a is indeed a specimen of Banks’ collection and perhaps of Cook origin.

The BMNH also possesses a Trichoglossus haematodus moluccanus from the former collection of Sir Ashton Lever, the famous Museum Leverianum. The BMNH acquired the bird in 1909 among a batch of 29 Leverianum specimens from the Royal College of Surgeons. The BMNH cruelly dismantled Lever’s old glass-cases, ex-mouting the birds and even destroying several of them during this process, leaving the museum subsequently with 8 Lever specimens only. This surviving specimen of the Australian Rainbow Lorikeet was collected on Cook’s voyages.

The last specimen from the Cook collection is a recently re-discovered hummingbird nest housed in the BMNH nest collection which originates from Cook’s first voyage in 1768-1771. This nest arrived together with the botanical collection of Cook’s naturalists, Joseph Banks & Daniel Carlsson Solander (1733-1782) (Steinheimer 2003).

One additional specimen, the type of Aplonis mavorata, previously assumed to derive from one of Cook’s voyages (cf. Sharpe, 1906), turned out to have a different origin (Stresemann 1949; Lysaght 1959; Olson 1986).

There is further potential in the BMNH collection for the revelation of additional Cook specimens, especially among the ex-mouted birds from the Royal College of Surgeons, Baron Laugier and the dealer Benjamin Leadbeater. Additional research is also wanted into the hummingbird case of the Natural History Museum’s public galleries at South Kensington, London. The case has always been associated with Bullock’s name and may be the item mentioned in Bullock’s auction catalogue, 17th day, lot 92.

2.2 Charles Darwin

The detailed study of Charles Darwin’s (1809-1882) Beagle bird collection started 162 years after its arrival at Britain, when Richard Keynes, one of the great-grandchildren of Charles Darwin, asked to see these specimens at the BMNH in 1998. However, ad hoc, only a handful of Darwin specimens could be produced, besides most types and Galapagos specimens, which were already well known. Since then a detailed analysis of Charles Darwin’s bird collection has been undertaken (Keynes 2000; Steinheimer 1999, 2000, 2001). During the voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle Darwin collected 483 dry bird items (459 skins, with the rest being nests, eggs and bird parts), mainly in southern South America. When he returned to Britain in October 1836, he started to sort out his bird specimens in a rented place in London, having already left one specimen at Cambridge, where his collection had been stored until his arrival at John Steven Henslow’s (1796-1861) house (specimens had arrived already as early as 1835 when shipments were sent „home” from the voyage).

Some were given to the BMNH directly, some to his friend and colleague Thomas Campbell Eyton (1809-1880), others to Baron Meffren Laugier de
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CHARTREUSE (see above), but most went to John Gould (1804-1881) at the Zoological Society Museum in London (Steinheimer 1999). This museum was broken up in 1855. George Robert Gray (1808-1872), on behalf of the BMNH, was allowed first choice, but missed out many of Darwin specimens (Sharpe 1906), which subsequently disappeared into many private collections. Some of them later came to the BMNH via the John Gould, Philip Lutley Sclater (1829-1913), John Henry Gurney (1819-1890) and Osbert Salvin (1835-1898) & Frederick Du Cane Godman (1834-1919) collections, whereas others are found today at Washington DC (via Gould), Edinburgh (via Gould), Melbourne (via Gould), Leiden (via Gould, Gustav Adolph Frank (1808-1880)) & Coenraad Jacob Temminck (1770-1858), Liverpool (via Gould & Henry Baker Tristram (1822-1906)), Norwich (via J. H. Gurney), and Manchester and probably Dundee (via exchange BMNH).

About 200 specimens have not been located at all so far. I have also been unable to identify 20 bird entries of Darwin’s notes, which are generally addressed as „bird“, „Lanius“, „finch“, etc. (see also Barlow 1963, Sulloway 1982a,b).

Fifteen specimens still bear an original field label by Charles Darwin. The labels are made from a piece of scrap paper tied to the legs or necks of the birds (see fig. 3). The labels contain only an ink/pencil-written number, except for three labels which bear additional information. The numbers refer to Charles Darwin’s note books, which list locality, date and a very basic name (mainly a genus name of a similar European equivalent) of each bird specimen, and rarely, additional information on certain characters, behaviour and habitat. A detailed list of all avian specimens collected by Charles Darwin is in preparation (some are already included in Keynes 2000).

Besides the famous and much studied Beagle collection, The Natural History Museum also possesses specimens which Darwin researched for his ideas on evolution, i.e. 60 domestic pigeon skins and 6 domestic duck skins as well as 11 skeletons of ducks, 46 of pigeons and 28 of chickens. Furthermore, Darwin also donated a small collection of 26 (25 still at the BMNH) Persian birds from Teheran to the museum, which were previously in Sir John Murray’s (1841-1914) possession.

2.3. Alfred Russel Wallace

The last specimen to arrive at the BMNH from Alfred Russell Wallace’s (1823-1913) bird collection was a skin of the Fork-tailed Woodnymph Thalurania furcata furcatoides, which was donated by Richard Wallace, the grandson of A. R. Wallace, in July 1999 on the initiative of the author. It probably originally belonged to the type series of 7 specimens used by John Gould (1861) for the first description of this (sub-) species (inclusive the new specimen, 6 of the types are now at the BMNH). This male specimen, collected at Pará in Brazil in April 1849, still has an original field label by WALLACE bearing in pencil a collector’s number (201), locality (Pará), sex (male), date (Ap. 49) and the collector’s initials (AW) on a tiny cardboard label, size 7 x 19 mm; plus the well-known printed label of Wallace’s collection. Most of Wallace’s surviving South America collection was sold via his agent Samuel Stevens (1817-1899) in London directly to the BMNH and to Frederick Du Cane Godman (1834-1919), whose collection later also came to the BMNH. However, Wallace had already lost two thirds of the collection in a fire on the homebound voyage. The Birds of Prey from this expedition were directly given to Richard Bowdler Sharpe (1847-1909) at the BMNH for his work on the first volume of the „Catalogue of Birds“ (Sharpe 1906). Many of these specimens at the BMNH still have the original field label attached to them. Such careful labelling was rarely done in these early days of the exploration of Brazil; only the Austrian Johann Natterer (1787-1843), from whom the BMNH obtained some specimens via Vienna Museum, and the Salvin & Godman and Sclater collections had similar data completeness. Subsequently, the BMNH also acquired thousands of Wallace’s skins from the „Malay Archipelago“, which were widely used by the BMNH for exchanges. WALLACE also sold many skins directly or via the dealer Stevens to other institutions. In Britain, WALLACE’s specimens are found at e.g. Derby Museum and Art Gallery, National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside Liverpool, Manchester.

Fig.3: Columbina picui picui from Charles Darwin’s Beagle collection—original field label no. 1272. Photo: H. Taylor
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2.4 A selection of German/Austrian ornithologists represented with specimens at the BMNH

That the ornithological collection at the BMNH, Tring, also holds archival/printed material (cf. Warr 1996; Steinheimer 2002a, 2002b) and some specimens collected by Austrian and German collectors may seem obvious. However, the great amount of such material, normally thought of as mainly being at German or Austrian institutions, makes it worthwhile to point out certain facts. As a generality, German and Austrian collectors made an essential contribution to the BMNH holdings of birds from Central & Eastern Europe, Palaeartic Asia, some parts of South America (especially Brazil, Chile and Guiana) and East Africa. While most material from Asia and Europe came via the Henry Seebohm (1832-1895) and Edward Hargitt (1835-1895) collections, those from America were included in the collections of Philip Lutley Sclater and Osbert Salvin & Frederick Du Cane Godman. The BMNH eggs collected by German and Austrian collectors derive mainly from Walter Rothschild’s (1868-1937) collection (see appendix).

2.4.1 Ernst Hartert

Hartert (1859-1933) came to world-wide fame as the curator of Walter Rothschild’s zoological museum at Tring (i.e. Sharpe 1906, Rothschild 1983) and as the author of the Vögel der paläarktischen Fauna (Hartert 1903-1922, 1923; Hartert & Steinbacher 1932-1938). However, earlier he was already very active in ornithology and collecting (i.e. Hartert 1887, 1901-02; Haffer 1997), and from a very early age until his old days he had a special affection for East Prussia. In spring 1892, just a few months before Hartert himself moved to Britain to take up the directorship of the Rothschild Museum (Tring), the BMNH obtained 98 bird skins in exchange, mainly from Hartert’s early trips to East Prussia and Central Germany (information extracted from register; BMNH reg. no. 1892.4.11.1-98). It is not known what Hartert received from the BMNH in exchange. However, in those days the BMNH still exchanged widely all kinds of specimens, including syntypes or other important, exotic material (e.g. three of Charles Darwin’s specimens from South America went to Manchester and Dundee Museums in the same year).

The birds received by the BMNH originate from a 22 to 24 year old Hartert, when he was collecting around the military bases Wesel at the Rhine and Pilau in East Prussia, where his father was stationed as an officer. Others come from Hartert’s study times at Marburg in 1884 and from his stays in East Prussia during the spring months of 1881-1884. The most recent specimen is a female Phoenicurus ochruros from Frankfurt, which was collected in the same month in which the collection was registered at the BMNH in London. One specimen, an Eremophila alpestris, is from Lake Baikal, one Serinus serinus from Nizza (ex.coll. J. G. C. E. Rey (1838-1909), Leipzig), 6 Aegithalos caudatus trivirgatus (all still at BMNH, collector unknown) and one Picus major from Japan (not found October 2001). Two Strix albaris originate from North Spain (one still at the BMNH: original label: »Nord Spanien« [in pencil] seems to have been written by the teenager Hartert). Meanwhile some of the specimens can no longer be traced or have been given away to other institutions (e.g. Oxford University Museum in 1951), but the major part of Hartert’s collection is still to be found at Tring. Hartert had himself added English locality names prior to the sale. The rest of the labels is handwritten German (all in ink on little pieces of cardboard). From Hartert’s time in Britain, the museum holds many eggs from North Africa.

Among the 48 different species listed in the BMNH register, Eremophila alpestris from the Island of Neuwerk and Acrocephalus paludicola (however, not the specimen mentioned in Hartert 1887) would have been the most exciting records, but none of them could be located in October 2001. However, a Crex crex from Militsch in Silesia and a male Sturnus albifrons from Wesel, a very rare summer vagrant to Central Germany, are still at the BMNH today (both original Hartert labels). The latter is an excellent example of Hartert’s thoroughness, as the detailed label information reads as follows: »[No.] 287. Sterna minuta. ad G [loc.] Wesel [date] 20. 7. 1883. Totalbreite 51, Totallänge 25 cm, Lg. bis Schwanzende 21 ½ cm. Schnabel u. Ständer rothgelb. Im Magen Fische bis zu 5 cm Länge. E. Hartert.«

It is also of interest that the BMNH library possesses a copy of Hartert’s guest book from his house „Bellevue“ between 1896-1918. The original book is still in family possession at Amsterdam, Netherlands, to where Hartert’s widow Claudia Bernadine Elisabeth Hartert (1863-1958) emigrated in 1939. The guest book lists many of the international visitors to the Rothschild Museum at Tring and shows well the signatures of the leading ornithologists at the turn of century. It also includes treasures like drawings by J. G. Keulemans and little poems by C. Grimm.
2.4.2 Christian Ludwig Landbeck

Christian Ludwig Landbeck’s (1807-1890) contribution to ornithology is already well documented (i.a. Sharp 1906; Bacmeister 1914, 1950; Hellmayr 1932; Gebhardt 1964; Torres-Mura & Lemus 1989; Rounds 1990; Araya & Bernal 1995; Mearns & Mearns 1998; Steinheimer 2002). However, I would like to draw attention to the whereabouts of his avian collections from Chile, on which he based much of his science. Surprisingly, the BMNH holds a large number of these bird skins from Chile. Several hundred bird skins at the BMNH are labelled with a reference to Landbeck as the collector. None of them comes directly from the Santiago Museum, where Landbeck was deputy director, but rather from the private collectors Philip Lutley Sclater, Harry Berkeley James (1846-1892) and Osbert Salvin & Frederick Du Cane Godman. For several bird taxa, namely the Rheocryptidae (cf. Landbeck 1877), Landbeck’s specimens were the first which the BMNH obtained, thus being very important material in those days. Furthermore, even today BMNH holdings of certain Chilean bird subspecies were nearly entirely collected by Landbeck.

Other institutions which share the Landbeck collection are the Museo Nacional de Historia Natural in Santiago (~1,000 specimens from Landbeck’s times there, J.C. Torres-Mura, in litt. 18 May 2001), the Musée National d’Histoire Naturelle at Paris and the Nationaal Natuurhistorisch Museum at Leiden (not clearly assigned to Landbeck as collector, however), the Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali at Turin (Claudio Pulcher, in litt. 4 December 2000), the Zoologische Staatssammlung at Munich (one Ortygonax rytirhynchos) and the Staatliches Museum für Naturkunde at Stuttgart (one Calhatres aura specimen).

Furthermore, the BMNH houses also some of Landbeck’s Chilean bird eggs as well as several of his original illustrations for the planned book of the Birds of Germany, Alsace and Switzerland, entitled Abbildungen der Vögel Deutschlands, des Elsäßes und der Schweiz (cf. Warr 1996, Jackson 1999). These Landbeck drawings comprise 53 watercoloured pencil sketches and one gallely proof of 48 Middle European bird species and 3 from elsewhere (Northern Flicker, Rose-coloured Starling and Black-headed Bunting). For a detailed account of each drawing see Neumann (1982) and Steinheimer (2002). These paintings and his many pre-emigration publications (e.g. Landbeck 1834, 1842, 1843a-f, 1844a-c, 1846a-e, 1850) show well that Landbeck was already an authority in ornithology before his emigration in 1852 (Neumann 1982; Hölzinger 1985; Schlenker 1985, 1989; Steinheimer 2002).

2.4.3 Eduard Rüppell

The history of Eduard Rüppell’s (1794-1884) material at the BMNH starts with Ronald Campbell Gunn’s (1808-1881) residency and collecting activities in Tasmania from 1829 onwards. When Gunn presented 157 avian specimens from Tasmania to the BMNH in the years 1829-1834 (not registered until January 1838), three Emu skins were among the lot. Gunn (1852) later pointed out that there was a slight difference between the Emus from Tasmania and those from mainland Australia. However, it took until the early 20th century, before the idea of a separate Emu (sub-)species, Dromaius n. diemenensis, was established in science (Le Sillé 1907, cf. Scott 1923). Long before this, in the year 1834, the BMNH started an extended exchange/trade with Eduard Rüppell from Frankfurt am Main. One of the three „Tasmanian“ Emu skins of the BMNH went already in the same year to Frankfurt, leaving the BMNH with only two whole skins of this nowadays extinct (sub-) species. Rüppell himself came on a visit to the BMNH-predecessor, the Zoology Department of the British Museum (Rüppell 1845). During the next 27 years or so, the BMNH was able to obtain many skins from Rüppell’s famous travels to Abyssinia (Rüppell 1835-40, 1845) for the BMNH museum’s collection. Some birds of the first lot of Rüppell’s skins are listed in the old BMNH Vellum catalogues only (in use until 1837, cf. Knox & Walters 1992), but later purchases and some later registered specimens of the first lot are also found in the BMNH registers for 1842, 1845 and 1861, making it very difficult to enumerate an exact number of Rüppell’s skins at the BMNH (at least 57 skins among the registered material).

Modern comparisons, however, have revealed that the exchanged Emu specimen, now at the Senckenberg Museum at Frankfurt a.M., is in fact an Australian Emu, Dromaius n. novaehollandiae (Steinbach 1959; G. Mayr in litt. 13 January 2000), which Gunn had reported lived in his gardens (Gunn 1852). But even the latter subspecies was new for the Frankfurt Museum as Philipp Jacob Cretzschmar (1786-1845), then director of the museum, reported to John Gould in a letter dated from 26 August 1833 (NHM archives, Gould correspondence).

Since then, the BMNH holds since then a very fine collection of early Abyssinian birds, among them some syntypes and paralectotypes (cf. Steinbach 1949), respectively, of Rüppell’s names. While Frankfurt holds an early skin of an introduced Australian Emu to Tasmania and presumably other material from the BMNH. All types were acquired from the Frankfurt Museum except four, which were collected by Sir William Cornwallis Harris (1807-1848) and were
been described by Rüppell subsequently to his trip to London. Other "co-types" of Rüppell's Abyssinian expeditions are at Frankfurt, Berlin, Vienna, Leiden and Turin. A complete list of Rüppell's type specimens at the BMNH, many of them currently not recognized as such, is in preparation (see figure 4).

Fig. 4: Lamprotornis purpureopterus purpureopterus Rüppell, 1845, a newly discovered type specimen of Eduard Rüppell at the BMNH (reg. no. 1845.6.2.12.), Photo: H. Taylor
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APPENDIX I

This list of German and Austrian collectors with specimens at the BMNH was compiled both by extracting from Sharpe (1906) and during three years of curating at the BMNH. Data & dates are from Baegge (1984), Gebhard (1964, 1970, 1974, 1980), Horn et al. (1990), Steinheimer (2002a, d) and The Natural History Museum library website catalogue. Additional information was obtained from the catalogue entries of the Salvin & Godman, Seebohm and Hargitt collections, as well as from the egg collector slip catalogue which has been well maintained by the current egg curator Michael Walters. As for some collections the BMNH holds a few specimens only, whereas for others many hundreds of specimens are involved, I have added a number code indicating the amount of material and its main sources. This list should not be considered as complete.

The list only comprises those collectors whose mother language was German, who were born before 1910 and who lived at least partly in one of the German or Austrian counties (pre WW I extensions), thereby leaving out BMNH holdings of collectors like Henry Seebohm, whose father was German, but lived in Britain, Theodor Pleske (1858-1932), whose ancestors were German, but lived in Russia, Johann Xantus (1825-1894), who considered himself Hungarian rather than Austrian, Konstantin Tyzenhauz (1786-1853) & Konstantin Graf von Branco (1824-1884), who spoke Polish as mother language, Fritz Wilhelm Riggenbach (1864-1944), who was a German speaking Swiss, and Ernst Mayer, who is a German born in 1904.

ANGELE, Theodor (1847-1926): one skin of Haliaeetus niger. 1) 5)

BALDAMUS, August Karl Eduard (1812-1893): eggs from Europe. 1) 9)

BAMBERG, Otto (1871-1942): eggs and skins from Turkestan & Transbaikalia. 2) ex parte 5) 9)

BAU, Alexander (1853-1926): eggs of Circus pygargus. 1) 7)

BECK, Walter (1883-1933): specimens from North Kansu, China. 1) 9)

BERLEPSCH, Hans Graf von (1850-1915): skins from different localities (coll. by others). 2)

BOHNDORFF, I. (collecting 1879-1882): skins of Nyam-Nyam Expedition. 1) 8)

BRANDT, Johann Georg Wilhelm (1759-1856): i.a. from Siberia & C-Asia (coll. by others).2)

BREHM, Alfred Edmund (1829-1884): skins from the Geo. Graph. Exp. West Siberia.1) 9)

BREHM, Christian Ludwig (1878-1864): ex-mount of
**Nunenius tenurostris.** 1) 5) 10)

**Burmeister,** Carl Hermann Conrad (1807-1892): eggs & skins from Argentina. 2) ex parte 6)

**Dörries,** Friedrich Nicol Daniel (1822-1917): eggs of *Butastur indicus* (from Hamburg zoo). 1) 9)

**Dörries,** Friedrich Carl Gustav (1852-1953): skins from East Siberia. 4) ex parte 5,7,8,9)

**Ehrenberg,** Christian Gottfried (1795-1876): listed in egg accession catalogue, no eggs found. 71) 29)

**Eichhorn,** Albert F. (died ~1929): eggs from Papua, New Britain, Nissan Isl. 1) 5)

**Finschi,** Otto (1839-1917): skins from Siberia, New Guinea. 3) ex parte 7,9)

**Fischer,** Gustav Adolf (1848-1886): skins from East Africa. 1) 7) 9)

**Florickerie,** Curt (1869-1934): egg clutch of *Gyps fulvus*. 1) 9)

**Frank,** Gustav Adolf (1808-1880): skins worldwide (dealer in Amsterdam). 3-4) ex parte 9)

**Führer,** Ludwig von (1866-1937): eggs of *Otis tarda*. 1) 9)

**Gäcke,** Heinrich (1814-1897): skins from Heligoland. 3) ex parte 7,8,9)

**Garlepp,** Gustav (1862-1907): skins from Bolivia. 1) 6,7)

**Godefroy,** Johann Cesar (1813-1885): skins from Pacific Islands (collected by others). 3)

**Goebel,** Hermann (1844-1910): eggs of *Gallinago sieurana*. 1) 9)

**Göring,** Anton (1836-1905): skins from Venezuela. 3) 7,8,9)

**Günther,** Albrecht Carl Ludwig Gotthilf (1830-1914): eggs & skins from Britain/captivity. 3)

**Gundlach,** Johannes (1810-1896): skins from Cuba. 1) 8)

**Haast,** Julius von (1822-1887): eggs of *Pachyptila*, Chatham Island. 1)

**Harpert,** Ernst Johann Otto (1859-1933): spec. from East Prussia and Middle Germany. 4) ex parte 5)

**Helm Mayr,** Carl Eduard (1878-1944): skins from Germany and Austria. 1) 9)

**Henke,** Karl Gottlieb (1830-1899): specimens from Astrachan & Kirgisia steppes. 2) 7,8,9)

**Henrici,** Paul (1880-1971): eggs not located, but correspondence about such present.

**Heuglin,** Theodor von (1824-1876): eggs from NE Africa. 1) 5)

**Hildebrandt,** Johann Maria (1847-1881): skins from East Africa. 2)

**Hintz,** Wilhelm (died 1868): egg of *Tringa ochropus*. 1) 9)

**Hodek,** Eduard (1827-1911): eggs of raptors. 1) 5,7)

**Hügel,** Baron Anatole von (1854-1928): skins from i.a. Britain, Australia, New Zealand. 2)

**Hüsler,** [initials not known] (end 19th century): skins from New Hanover. 1)

**Hunstein,** Carl (~1843-1888): skins from New Guinea, New Britain etc. 2) 6,9)

**Ihering,** Hermann von (1850-1930): skins from São Paulo. 1) ex parte 6,8)

**Jordan,** Karl (18-1952): eggs from Hertfordshire (UK) and Brazil. 2)

**Kaup,** Johann Jacob (1803-1873): eggs & skins from Germany, eggs of Cassowary. 1) ex parte 9)

**Keitel,** G. T. (died 1893): eggs of *Nunenius arquata* (dealer at Berlin). 1) 9)

**Kittelitz,** Baron Friedrich Heinrich von (1799-1874): 1 skin & 38 skeletons from Chile. 1) 9)

**Kleinschmidt,** Theodor (1834-1881): skins from Pacific Islands. 2) 7,9)

**Knobloch (**Einen** (also Knoblehar), Ignaz (1819-1858): skins from Sudan. 1) 9)

**Koch,** Oskar (1867-1930): eggs from Europe. 1) 9)

**Koch,** Otto (active times 1880s, see also Schadenberg): eggs of *Sarcops calvus melanotis*. 1) 9)

**Koenig,** Alexander Ferdinand (1858-1940): eggs from i.a. *Aegypius & Gypaetus*. 1) 5,9)

**Kraus,** Ferdinand von (1812-1890): skins from South Africa. 1)

**Kricheldorf,** Albert (1852-1924): eggs from various localities (also coll. by others). 1) 5, 9)

**Kühn,** Heinrich (1860-1906): eggs & skins from Moluccas and Kci Islands. 2) 5,9)

**Küpper,** Theobald Johannes (1829-1917): eggs & skins from Greece. 3) 5,6,7,8,9)

**Kuhl,** Heinrich (1797-1821): skins from Europe. 1) 9)

**Kuhlmann,** Ludwig (1857-1928): probably eggs at BMNH, but only letter known.

**Kuschel,** Maximilian (1851-1909): eggs from different loc. (also coll. by others). 3) ex parte 9)

**Kappler,** August (1815-1887): skins from Surinam. 1) 6,9)

**Kubary,** Johann Stanislaus (1846-1896): skins from Palau. 1) 7)

**Kutter,** Friedrich (1834-1891): eggs & skins from Posen. 1) 5,7,9)

**Landbeck,** Christian Ludwig (1807-1890): eggs & skins from Chile, drawings. 4) 6,9)

**Levekühn,** Paul (1867-1905): eggs from the Black Sea. 1) 9)

**Leybold,** Friedrich (1827-1879): eggs & skins from Chile and Argentina. 4) 5,6,9)

**Lichtenstein,** Martin H. Carl (1780-1857): from Brazil (?coll. by F. Sellow, J. C. Hoffmannsegg). 1) 9)
LINDNER, Carl (1866-1947): skins from Saale region, Germany. 2 7,9)
LORENZ, Theodor (died ~1910, cf. LORENZ & KOHTS 1910-1911): skins from Moscow. 1 7)
MAACK, Richard Karl (1826-1886, ?Russian): skins from Amur region. 1 7)
MALTZAN, Freiherr Hermann von (1843-1891): skins from Caribic Islands. 1
MARX, Arno (1887-1970): skins from Saxonia, Germany. 1 9)
MAYHOF, Hugo (1888-1917): skins from Germany. 1 9)
MAYR, Ernst (1904): eggs from Indonesia & New Guinea. 1 5,9)
MEVES, Friedrich Wilhelm (1814-1892): skins from South Sweden. 3
MEYER, Adolf Bernhard (1840-1911): skins from New Guinea. 2 9)
MEYER, Otto (1877-1937): eggs from Halmahera & New Britain. 1 5)
MÖSCHLER, Albert (1864-1945): skins and eggs from the Wolga and Thuringia. 3 7,8,9)
MÖSCHLER, Heinrich Ferdinand (1800-1885): eggs from C-SE-Europe. 1 7,9)
MÜLLER, August (1853-1913): skins from Salanga Island (coll. by WEBER), Persia and Amur region. 2 7,8,9)
MÜLLER, Johann Wilhelm von (1824-1866): skins from Abyssinia. 1 9)
NATTERER, Johann (1787-1843): skins from Brazil. 2-3 6,9)
NEHRKORN, Adolph (1841-1916): eggs world-wide (coll. mainly by others). 1 ex parte 5,9)
Neumann, Oscar (1867-1946): egg of Porphyrio porphyrio. 1)
PASHA, Emin (1840-1892): skins & ?eggs from Equatorial Africa. 3) ex parte 6)
PHILIPPI, Rudolf Amandus (1808-1904): skins from Chile. 3 9)
PLATEN, Carl Constantin (1843-1899): skins from Sarawak. 1 7)
RADDE, Gustav (1831-1903): eggs & skins from Siberia - Irkutsk & Caucasus. 2) 6,7,9)
REICHENOW, Anton (1847-1941): skins and eggs from North Germany. 1 ex parte 9)
REICHEK, Andreas (1845-1902): skins from New Zealand. 1 9)
REISER, Othmar (1861-1936): skins from Bosnia. 1)
REY, Jean Guillaume Charles Eugène (1838-1909): eggs of the Leipzig region. 1 5)
RÖDERN, Erdmann Graf von (? - 1890/91): eggs mainly from Germany, also Great Auk egg. 4) 5)
RÜPELL, Eduard (1794-1884): skins from the expedition to Abyssinia. 2)
SACHSE, Otto Karl Adolf (1818-1902): eggs of Pernis apivorus & Regulus ignicapillus. 1 7)
SCHADENBERG, Alexander von (1851-1896): eggs of Sarcops c. melanois (coll. with O. Koch) 1 9)
SCHAUFFUSS, Ludwig Wilhelm (1833-1890): skins from Abyssinia (dealer, Dresden). 1)
SCHAUSINSLAND, Hugo Hermann (1857-1937): eggs of Diomedea & Sula. 1) 5,9)
SCHLAGINTWEIT, Adolph (1829-1857): wet anatomical spec. from Himalayas & India. 1)
SCHLAGINTWEIT, Hermann (1826-1882): wet anatomical spec. from Himalayas & India. 1)
SCHLAGINTWEIT, Robert (1833-1885): wet anatomical spec. from Himalayas & India. 1)
SCHlüTER, Wilhelm (1828-1919): spec. from Germany and elsewhere (some coll. by others). 4) ex parte 5,7,8,9)
SCHMIDT, Richard (1865-1936): eggs of Falco eleonorae. 1) 9)
SCHNEIDER, Gustav (1834-1900): skins from New Guinea and Texas (collected by others). 1 ex parte 8)
SCHÖNWETTER, Max (1874-1961): egg clutch of Saxicola torquata. 1) 9)
SCHOMBURGK, Moritz Richard (1811-1891): 2 nests Brit. Guinea. 1)
SCHOMBURGK, Robert Hermann (1804-1865): skins Brit. Guinea, Barbados, Bermuda. 3) ex parte 6,7,9)
SCHRADER, Leopold (1812-1878): skins from Asia Minor and Greece. 1 7)
SCHREINCK, Leopold von (1826-1894): skins from Sachalin. 2) 7,8,9)
SEIDENSACHER, Eduard (1823-1867): eggs of European birds of prey. 1) 5,7,9)
SEMPER, ? Carl Gottfried (1832-1893): skins from Santa Lucia. 1) 6)
SINTENSI, Brothers Max & Paul (active times: 1868-1879): skins from Dobrudschia. 1) 9)
SPATZ, Paul (1865-1942): skins and eggs from Tunis. 1) ex parte 9)
SPENGEL, ? Johann Wilhelm F. (1852-1921): skins from New Granada. 1) 8)
STAUDINGER, ?Otto Carl Heinrich Richard (1830-1900): skins from Samarkand. 2) 7,8)
STEINBACH, Josef (died 1930): eggs of Aratinga aurea (dealer in Bolivia). 1) 5)
STEINDACHNER, Franz (1834-1919): skins from Austria. 1) 8)
STRESEMANN, Erwin (1889-1972): skins from Germany,
23 eggs from Moluccas & E. Indies. 1) ex parte 5)
Tancré, Rudolf (1842-1934): skins & eggs from Poland & mainly Asia (coll. by others). 2) 5,9
Thanner, Rudolf von (1872-1922): eggs from Fuerteventura. 1) 9)
Theobald, Philipp Wilhelm (1819-1893): eggs from Greenland, egg Aegypius via A. G. V. Theobald. 1) 6,9
Thienemann, Friedrich August Ludwig (1793-1858): 17 eggs and 5 nests, bought in 1845. 1)
Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen, Viktor Ritter v. (1847-1924): Germany, Austria & Switzerland. 1) 9)
Umlauf, J. F. G. (active times ~1868-1910): skins Germany, photos Africa (dealer, Hamburg). 1) ex parte 5)
Vierthaler, Richard (1820-1852): skins from the White Nile. 1) 7)
Weber, Johannes (active times 1880s): skins and eggs from Salanga (cf. Müller 1882, 1885). 2) 9)
Weigold, Max Hugo (1886-1973): skins from Saxonia, Germany. 1) 7,9)
Weiske, Emil (1867-1950): skins from New Guinea. 1) 7,9)
Wiegbe, Anton Wilhelm (active times ~1860-1900): specimens from Germany & Siberia. 2) 5)
Wiegbe, Paul M. (died 1898): specimens from Germany & Siberia. 2) 5)
Wied-Neuwied, Prinz Max. A. P. (1782-1867): few eggs (Buteo rufina, Aquila clanga). 1) 5)
Wolf, Joseph (1820-1899): skins from Germany (e.g. Milvus migrans). 1) 9)
1) <50 specimens known, 2) <100 specimens known, 3) >100 specimens known, 4) several hundred specimens known, 5) via Rothschild collection, 6) via Salvin & Godman collection, 7) via Seebohm collection, 8) via Hargitt collection, 9) via other collections, 10) first German record and one of the few certain museum’s specimens of this species from Germany, with Brehm’s handwriting on stand (cf. Olphe-Galhard 1892: 159; Blotzheim et al. 1977: 296).
For the following names I could not trace any information on living dates/nationality: Bernstadt (eggs), Bischoff F. (Kodiak), Gernet von (eggs), Hafstein (eggs), Heermann (eggs), Heermann A. L. Dr. (Amazon), Hügel (Hidensee), Kolb (Madras), Kotze (eggs), Krienke Walter (Rhodesia), Kurz A. (Andalusia), Meydell Baron von (Estonia), Rudolph Dr. (eggs), Schmidt Th. (Crim), Stader Dr (Asia), Theissiger W. (Persia), Waldeck C. H. (Nigeria), Weber J. (Salanga, cf. Horn et al. 1990), Wedekind M. G. (Zambia), Weisshaupt Dr (Chile), Weltz G. Dr. (eggs), Wieldt J. B. (Europe) and Wucherer (Professor at Bahia, many specimens in several European museums).
Only recently, German/Austrian collectors made some additions to the BMNH collection. The author of this paper, Frank D. Steinheimer, participated in a museum’s collecting trip to SW-Cambodia (cf. Eames et al. 2002; Steinheimer 2002c; Steinheimer et al. 2000). The Cambodian specimens as well as a few Middle European are housed now at the BMNH. Gerhard Nikolaus enlarged the BMNH skeleton holdings by presenting several skeletons from Peru. Via an exchange with Vienna Museum in 2001, Austrian specimens of the following collectors are represented at the BMNH: Hans-Martin Berg, Anita Gamauf, Ch. Göttli, Alfred Gröll, R. Kinll, H. Köhnel, G. Kunst, G. Lochmann, G. Pfingfinger, G. Rathbauer, N. Schuller, J. Sindehar, Karl Steiner, W. Summersberger, Stephan Weigl, H. Windele and K. Zöhrer.
Darwin, Rüppell, Landbeck & Co. - Important Historical Collections at The Natural History Museum, Tring 175-188